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Abstract

Transaction throughput is a crucial issue for data-
base systems. Multi-level transactions have been pro-
posed in an attempt to offer improved concurrency
of transaction processing by allowing operations that
would otherwise be performed serially to take place
concurrently. Therefore, it is vital that recovery al-
gorithms do not impede this concurrency by artifi-
cially introducing restrictions that otherwise do not
need to exist. The ARIES recovery algorithm has
had a significant impact on the current thinking on
database transaction logging and recovery. Its cor-
responding extension to multi-level transactions, i.e.
ARIES/ML, preserves the unique features of ARIES
but places significant restrictions on rollback process-
ing. In this paper, we present an algorithm that
solves the so-called ‘golden transaction’ problem of the
ARIES/ML algorithm.

1 Introduction

Transaction throughput is a crucial issue for database
systems (DBSs). While concurrency is utilised to in-
crease performance, it is vital to oversee the execution
of transactions (to avoid data inconsistencies). In the
event of a large number of inter-transaction conflicts
the rate of transaction throughput decreases thereby
making the DBS susceptible to poor response times.

Multi-level transactions (Beeri et al. 1989) have
been introduced in an attempt to increase the rate
of concurrency in DBSs. A multi-level transaction
(MLT) is where there is more than one level of oper-
ations for a transaction. The lowest level of a MLT is
the physical level that is synonymous with the phys-
ical level operations of single-level (i.e. traditional)
transactions. There is, at least, one level of oper-
ations between the main transaction (highest level)
and the physical level in a MLT.

Every level of a multi-level system realises a set
of abstract states, each represented by a number of
lower level states. Each level comprises of operations
that are provided by the level immediately below, and
provides a set of operations to the level immediately
above. A level, therefore, supplies a sequence of op-
erations provided by the level below it, into an opera-
tion that it supplies to the level above it. Lower levels
of a transaction are also known as sub-transactions.
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A multi-level system using locks permits restric-
tive low-level locks of a sub-transaction to be re-
placed with less restrictive high-level locks when sub-
transactions commit. This is possible because sub-
transactions can be undone via high-level compensa-
tion actions rather than restoring a prior lower level
state – thus, enhancing concurrency.

The introduction of MLTs leads to the issue of
finding an appropriate recovery mechanism. One of
the most popular methods that is used by single-level
DBSs to implement recovery is known as ARIES (Al-
gorithm for Recovery and Isolation Exploiting Seman-
tics) (Mohan et al. 1992). ARIES/ML (Schewe et al.
2000) is an extension of ARIES for multi-level sys-
tems. It deals with the added complexities of MLTs
by introducing various log records and a new pointer
that are used to represent the tree-like structure of
MLTs. During crash recovery, ARIES/ML employs
the same three basic phases (i.e. Analysis, Redo, and
Undo) as the original ARIES algorithm. This allows
ARIES/ML to preserve the same desirable proper-
ties of ARIES while providing recovery capability to
multi-level transaction databases.

1.1 Motivation and Contribution

The purpose of the MLT model is to offer improved
concurrency of transaction processing by allowing op-
erations that would otherwise be performed serially to
take place concurrently. That is, transactions are al-
lowed to release ‘low-level’ locks before commit caus-
ing problems should such transactions need to re-
acquire these locks later to facilitate rollback pro-
cessing. The major problem that this introduces is
the possibility of a deadlock between transactions,
where two or more such transactions are in rollback.
It is not possible to resolve such a deadlock by sim-
ply aborting one of the involved transactions as they
are being rolled back already. ARIES/ML avoids this
problem altogether by allowing only a single, so-called
‘golden transaction’ to be in rollback at any point in
time. However, it is vital that any recovery algorithm
does not impede the degree of concurrency by artifi-
cially introducing restrictions that otherwise do not
need to exist. Although the ARIES/ML algorithm
poses no such restrictions during normal processing,
it places significant restrictions during rollback pro-
cessing. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that
solves ARIES/ML’s ‘golden transaction’ problem.

1.2 Outline

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 re-
views existing multi-level recovery algorithms and,
in particular, introduces the ARIES/ML algorithm



in greater detail. Section 3 proposes the Golden
Deadlock Algorithm (GDA) that solves ARIES/ML’s
golden transaction problem. An example is presented
in Section 4 before Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

From an internal point of view, users access databases
in terms of transactions. Fast response times and
a high transaction throughput are crucial issues for
all DBSs. Hence, transactions are executed concur-
rently. The transaction management system ensures a
proper execution of concurrent transactions. It imple-
ments concurrency control and recovery mechanisms
to preserve the well-known ACID principles. A fur-
ther improvement in both response time and trans-
action throughput can be achieved by employing a
more advanced transaction management system, e.g.
a system that is based on the multi-level transaction
model (Beeri et al. 1989, Weikum 1986, 1991). This
model is counted as one of the most promising trans-
action models. It schedules operations of transactions
based on information that is obtained from multiple
levels. Since there are usually less conflicts on higher
levels, lower level conflicts1 can be ignored. Hence,
their detection increases the rate of concurrency. For
instance, assume that two higher level operations op1
and op2, which belong to different transactions, incre-
ment Integer values A and B, respectively. Further-
more, let A and B reside on the same physical page.
An increment will be executed as a page read followed
by a page write. In the event that scheduling only
considers operations on pages, op1 will have to wait
for op2 or vice versa. Considering both levels, i.e. in-
crementations and read and write operations, we can
allow op1 and op2 to execute concurrently. The infor-
mation obtained from the higher level indicates that
different portions of the page are accessed. Thus, the
corresponding read and write operations do not affect
each other. Protecting such individual operations by
short-term locks (i.e. latches) is sufficient.

In (Weikum 1991) the execution of concurrent
transactions is described by means of a multi-level
schedule. Level-by-level (conflict-)serialisability
is ensured by employing one-level schedulers, i.e.
level-by-level schedulers, on each level. A multi-
level schedule is multi-level (conflict-)serialisable,
if all level-by-level schedules are (conflict-)serialisable.

The ARIES algorithm (Mohan et al. 1992) has
had a significant impact on the current thinking on
(single-level) database transaction logging and recov-
ery. It has been incorporated into IBM’s DB2 Uni-
versal Database, IBM’s Lotus Notes and Domino, Mi-
crosoft SQL Server and NT file system, Apache Derby
and a number of other systems (Mohan 2004). There
are a few recovery algorithms for multi-level systems,
i.e. ARIES/NT, MLRW , MLRL, and ARIES/ML,
most of which aim at preserving advantages of the
ARIES algorithm.

ARIES/NT (Rothermel & Mohan 1989) is an
extension of the ARIES recovery algorithm to the
nested transaction model. It permits semantically-
rich modes of locking, operation logging, and efficient
recovery. It also allows arbitrary parallelism between
related and unrelated transactions. That is, a trans-
action may run concurrently with its superiors, infe-
riors, siblings, and all other unrelated transactions.
Concurrency control schemes are supported, allowing
upward and downward inheritance of locks. That is,
child operations may inherit locks from their parents

1Such conflicts are referred to as pseudo-conflicts, which are
low-level conflicts that do not stem from a higher level conflict.

and vice-versa. Save-points at each transaction level
are also supported. That is, top-level transactions
as well as sub-transactions may establish save-points.
However, ARIES/NT is not specifically designed for
multi-level transaction processing. As a result, it does
not utilise inverse operations, which are possible in
multi-level transactions. Also, locks are not released
after finishing operations that are not transactions.

The Multi-level Recovery (MLRW ) algorithm
(Weikum et al. 1990) has some similarities to ARIES-
based approaches but:

• It requires level-specific recovery mechanisms. A
single technique is more desirable as it maintains
only one log file and does not require any addi-
tional communication mechanisms between level-
specific recovery mechanisms; and

• It does not avoid the undo of rollback actions.

The Multi-Level Recovery (MLRL) algorithm
(Lomet 1992) works with nested and multi-level
transactions. As with ARIES, MLRL supports op-
eration logging while providing a flexible cache man-
agement. Undo recovery must be performed level-by-
level but can be implemented with a single backward
scan of the transaction log. MLRL is not sensitive to
the constraints that are enforced by the concurrency
control protocol. As such, the only locks required
are those needed for compensation and the MLRL

framework holds these locks until a sub-transaction’s
completion. The WAL protocol must be observed but
whether the log is forced at (sub-)transaction commit
is optional. In order to acquire higher level locks, ex-
tra overhead is incurred. In addition, MLRL utilises
inverse operations but, unfortunately, assumes them
to exist in any case. If they do not exist, as in most
practical situations, the restrictions of ARIES/NT are
retained.

Finally, there is the ARIES/ML algorithm
(Schewe et al. 2000), which is similar to MLRL but is
not necessarily coupled with a locking protocol. It dif-
ferentiates between operations for which there exists
an inverse, and those for which inverses do not exist.
The multi-level transaction model allows transactions
to release low-level locks before commit, which can
cause problems should such transactions need to re-
acquire these locks at some later stage to facilitate a
rollback. The major problem this introduces is the
possibility of a deadlock between two or more trans-
actions that are rolling back. In such a case, resolv-
ing the deadlock is not possible by aborting one of
the transactions, since they are already in rollback.
A fundamental flaw of the ARIES/ML algorithm is
that it does not offer any method of dealing with such
deadlocks between two (or more) aborting transac-
tions. It avoids the problem altogether by allowing
only a single ‘Golden’ transaction to be in rollback at
any point in time. Since any deadlock involving the
golden transaction can be resolved by aborting the
other normal transactions, the above mentioned prob-
lem never arises. Clearly, however, this is not a desir-
able solution since it has a significant negative impact
on the performance of the algorithm. In fact, concur-
rency of transaction rollback is eliminated entirely.
Section 3 proposes enhancements to the ARIES/ML
algorithm that allows deadlocks between one or more
aborting transactions to be resolved.

2.1 Overview of ARIES/ML

As previously mentioned, ARIES/ML (Schewe et al.
2000) is similar to MLRL (Lomet 1992) but avoids
some of MLRL’s restrictions. The salient features of
ARIES/ML include:



• The main features of ARIES such as the ability
to execute partial rollbacks, support of different
locking granularities etc. are preserved;

• It may be coupled with all types of concurrency
control protocols;

• It supports operation logging in addition to logi-
cal logging – this is a result of its ability to explic-
itly distinguish between operations for which an
inverse exists and those for which there is none;
and

• Deadlocks are resolved with less effort by en-
abling the undo and redo of a single (sub-) trans-
action i.e. it does not necessitate the use of save-
points.

Data Structures. Log records that make up the
transaction log mainly describe operations of sub-
transactions. The only operations that are logged are
those that potentially result in data objects being up-
dated. Each of the log records belongs to a specific
backward chain (BW-chain), which is a related group
of log records that make up a sub-transaction. Sub-
transactions that have committed are reflected in the
BW-chain of their parent’s log entries as CCR log
records. The primary ARIES/ML log records are:

• Update Log Records (ULRs), which reflect
changes to data objects;

• Compensation Log Records (CLRs), which reflect
the undo of an update operation or a compensa-
tion operation;

• Child-Committed Log Records (CCRs), which re-
flect the commit of a lower level sub-transaction;

• Prepare Log Records (PLRs), which reflect the
beginning of the first phase of a commit protocol
for the corresponding top-level transaction; and

• End Log Records (EndLRs), which reflect the end
of the top-level transaction.

The primary fields that are used in the log records
are as follows:

• PrevLSN , which is the address of the preceding
log record in the BW-chain of the corresponding
(sub-)transaction. This value is null for the first
log record written by the corresponding (sub-)
transaction;

• PageID , which is the page identifier of the page
that was updated by the operation that the log
record relates to;

• ChildID , which is the identifier of a committed
sub-transaction;

• LastLSN , which is the address of the last log
record in the BW-chain of the committed (sub-)
transaction; and

• UndoNextLSN , which is the address of the next
log record that has to be undone in the event of
a rollback.

Figure 1 outlines an example of how ARIES/ML
log records and their fields are utilised in order to
chain log records together.

ARIES/ML also utilises the same two in-memory
data structures as ARIES, i.e. the transaction ta-
ble and the dirty page table. The transaction table
is where references to currently active transactions
are stored. References to the parent transactions of

these active transactions are also stored in the trans-
action table. This is done in the event that the parent
of a transaction in the transaction table needs to be
undone. The dirty page table contains references to
buffered pages that have not yet been written to disk.
Entries in the dirty page table include the PageID of
the page that has been updated, and the recovery
LSN (i.e. RecLSN ) of the first log record that caused
an update to the page that was not written to disk
(or made persistent).

Normal Processing. A transaction table entry is
written when a (sub-)transaction creates its first log
record. This entry is removed when the (sub-)trans-
action either commits successfully or fully aborts. A
(sub-)transaction is committed successfully once it
appends a CCR log record to its parent’s BW-chain.
The following tasks are performed when a data object
is updated:

• The corresponding page is fixed in the buffer and
latched in exclusive mode;

• The dirty page table is updated if this page was
not dirty before;

• The update is applied according to the concur-
rency control approach being implemented;

• An ULR log record is appended to the (sub-)
transaction’s BW-chain;

• The log record’s LSN is placed in the PageLSN
field of the corresponding page;

• The (sub-)transaction’s transaction table entry
is updated; and

• The page is unlatched and unfixed.

Rollback. The rollback process refers to the abor-
tion of all effects of a transaction. This involves undo-
ing all top-level operations of a transaction including
all committed and currently active sub-transactions.
The BWC-tree is represented by the BW-chains
of top-level transactions and aborted/active sub-
transactions. The BWC-forest consists of a trans-
action’s BWC-tree and the BWC-trees of that trans-
action’s active sub-transactions. The rollback of a
transaction corresponds to the undo compensation of
the log records belonging to the transaction’s BWC-
forest. ARIES/ML supports partial rollbacks through
the use of save-points (or separate roll back of a sub-
transaction) for faster resolution of deadlocks.

Rollback is initialised by providing a set of trans-
action identifiers (i.e. TransIDSet), which have to be
rolled back, and a save-point. The following tasks are
then executed:

• A rollback list is created that contains the
LastLSN from all active (sub-)transactions that
have a parent in TransIDSet.

• Undo operations are processed in order of de-
creasing LSN following the PrevLSN entries in
log records. LSN values less than the save-point
are not considered. Processing is complete when
the last entry in TransIDSet has been visited.

• Any updates described by ULR log records are
undone and a corresponding CLR log record is
created.

• When a transaction’s BW-chain is completely
rolled back, an EndLR log record is created,
and the corresponding transaction table entry is
deleted.



Figure 1: ARIES/ML Log Structure Example

• When a CCR log record is encountered, a pre-
viously committed sub-transaction has to be un-
done. Different methods of undo may be used
depending on the existence of an inverse opera-
tion for the corresponding operation.

• When a reactive-child log record (RCR) or a PLR
log record is encountered, the corresponding Pre-
vLSN value in the rollback list is updated.

Example 1 Consider Figure 1 where transaction T1
is shown with three child operations Upd11, Inc12 and
Dec13. If transaction T1 completes all child opera-
tions before being aborted, this will require the roll-
back of all child operations in reverse order, where
operations Inc12 and Dec13 can be rolled back via an
inverse operation, but operation Upd11 cannot.
Also shown in Figure 1 is the log record structure for
both the updates and the rollback performed by trans-
action T1. The log is split into two parts, being firstly
the part of the log that records updates made by trans-
action T1 and secondly the part of the log that records
the rollback of those updates. Each of the update op-
erations has the same log record structure, being a
ULR log record written to represent the updates per-
formed by the child operation followed by a CCR log
record representing the completion of that operation.
For example, operation Upd11 is represented by ULR1
and CCR2 (that has a LastLSN pointer referring back
to ULR1). However, the log record structure used to
record the rollback of operation Upd11 differs from
operations Inc12 and Dec13, since Upd11 cannot be
rolled back by applying an inverse operations whereas
Inc12 and Dec13 can. Therefore, the rollback of oper-
ations Inc12 and Dec13 are each recorded by a single
CLR log record corresponding to the child commit log
records (i.e. CCR4 and CCR6 respectively), while the
rollback of Upd11 is recorded by an RCR log record fol-
lowed by a CLR log record corresponding to the update
log record ULR1.

Checkpointing. Checkpoints are used to expedite
crash recovery. This consists of three steps:

1. A begin-checkpoint log record is appended to the
log;

2. An end-checkpoint log record containing copies of
the transaction table and the dirty page table is
appended to the log; and

3. The log is forced to stable storage, and the LSN
of the begin-checkpoint log record is stored in the
Master log record, which is also stored on stable
storage.

Restart Processing. Crash recovery follows the
same principles as the original ARIES algorithm.
The Analysis pass reconstructs the transaction table
as well as the dirty page table. The starting LSN for
the subsequent redo phase is set to the lowest LSN in
the dirty page table. The redo pass restores the state
of the database to the state it was in immediately
before the system crash. Finally, the undo pass rolls
back any effects of the transactions which were active
at the time of the crash.

For more details on the ARIES/ML algorithm re-
fer to (Schewe et al. 2000, Drechsler 1998, Riaz-ud-din
2002).

3 The Golden Deadlock Algorithm (GDA)

As discussed in Section 2, the fundamental flaw of the
ARIES/ML algorithm is that it offers no method for
dealing with deadlocks between two or more aborting
transactions. Instead, it avoids the issue entirely by
allowing only a single ‘golden’ transaction to be in
rollback at any one time. While this avoids the possi-
bility of deadlocks between transactions in rollback, it
places unreasonable restrictions on performance. In
this section, we propose the Golden Deadlock Algo-
rithm (GDA), which augments the ARIES/ML re-
covery algorithm in a way that permits the resolution
of deadlocks between a set of transactions in rollback.

The GDA assumes that the set of transactions TD
in deadlock have locks acquired on a set of objects
OD and that a set of (tie-break) objects OT ⊆ OD



can be chosen to break the deadlock. That is, if no
transaction in TD requires a lock on any object in
OT , the deadlock will be resolved. Given the set of
deadlocked transactions TD and the tie-break objects
in OT , it is the objective of the GDA to roll back all
updates made to the tie-break objects in OT by trans-
actions in TD in a single action. Hence, removing the
need for any transaction in TD to maintain its lock
on any tie-break object in OT . The consequence of
this is, provided the tie-break objects were chosen ap-
propriately, that the deadlock is broken. Each trans-
action is then able to continue the normal rollback
process. During the course of rolling back updates
to the tie-break objects, it may be necessary for the
GDA to trigger the cascading abort of one or more
transactions TC whose updates to tie-break objects
must also be rolled back. This is determined by de-
tecting conflicts between the deadlocked transactions
and all other transactions.

In order to accommodate the GDA, a number
of areas of the ARIES/ML algorithm must be aug-
mented, these being: Lock acquisition, logging, data
structures, and rollback algorithms.

3.1 Lock Acquisition

Before the GDA can roll back any operations per-
formed on the tie-break objects in OT , it must first
acquire an exclusive lock on each object in OT . In
order to avoid the GDA itself becoming involved in
a deadlock situation, it is necessary to observe the
following rules when acquiring locks:

1. The GDA takes precedence over all transactions.
This also means that any transaction that cur-
rently has a lock on a tie-break object is forced
to relinquish it. Ultimately, this may lead to the
transaction being aborted.

2. If another invocation of the GDA algorithm al-
ready has a lock on any tie-break object, then
this invocation must wait.

3. The GDA must acquire exclusive locks on all tie-
break objects atomically.

Clearly there exists the possibility that some trans-
action(s) not in TD will hold some form of lock on ob-
jects in OT at the time the GDA is invoked. To reduce
the number of cascading transactions (TC), it is pos-
sible to shelve some transactions rather than aborting
them. Shelving involves the following actions:

• Temporarily pausing the transaction’s process-
ing;

• Forcing the transaction to relinquish its locks on
all tie-break objects; and

• Once the GDA has completed processing, the
transaction can be allowed to reacquire its locks
and continue processing.

Rules for deciding whether a transaction should be
shelved or aborted are:

• Abort: If the transaction has a lock on any object
in OT that may lead to a dirty read2 then it must
be added to the set of cascading transactions TC .

• Shelve: If the transaction has no such locks, it
may be added to the set of shelved transactions
TS .

2A dirty read is interpreted as any operation reading an object
whose outcome may be affected by the value read. For example, an
increment operation is not considered a dirty read since its outcome
is unaffected by the object’s initial value.

Shelving a transaction does not guarantee that the
GDA will not trigger its abort at some later point. If
the GDA subsequently determines that a transaction
in TS must be aborted, its identifier can be removed
from TS and placed in TC .

Example 2 Consider the scenario where two trans-
actions T1, T2 /∈ TD hold the following locks on some
object in OT : T1 holds Inc and Dec locks whereas T2
holds only a Read lock.
Transaction T1 can be added to the set of shelved
transactions TS, since it has not acquired any locks
on a tie-break object that can lead to a dirty read.
However, transaction T2 must be added to the set of
cascading transactions TC , since it has acquired a lock
on a tie-break object that might lead to a dirty read.

3.2 Logging

The introduction of the GDA algorithm requires the
following changes and additions to the log records
written by the ARIES/ML algorithm.

Addition of the GDA Start Record (GSR).
The purpose of the GSR log record is to record the in-
vocation of the GDA algorithm. The GSR log record
contains sufficient information to allow the algorithm
to determine the correct course of action in the case
of crash recovery. Its fields are:

• GID3: The GDA identifier.

• TD: Set of deadlocked transactions that caused
the GDA to be invoked.

• OT : Set of tie-break objects.

• SaveLSN: The save-point for the rollback.

Addition of the GDA End Record (GER).
The purpose of the GER log record is to record
the successful completion of the GDA. The GER log
record is written once all updates to the tie-break ob-
jects in OT by transactions in both TD and TC have
been undone. The only field contained in the GER
log record is GID.

Addition of the GDA Cascading Aborts
Record (GCR). The purpose of the GCR log
record is to record any transaction that the GDA was
forced to abort due to conflicts with transactions in
TD or TC . The fields contained in the GCR log record
are: GID and TransId, the identifier of the transac-
tion aborted.

Introduction of the ObjectLastLSN Pointer.
The ObjectLastLSN pointer is added to ULR, CCR,
CLR, and RCR log records and points to the last log
record that records an update to the corresponding
object. The value of the ObjectLastLSN pointer can
be taken directly from the object table (refer to Sec-
tion 3.3). The ObjectLastLSN pointer in conjunction
with both the LastLSN and PrevLSN pointers pro-
vide a linked list of log records that record updates
to each object.

Figure 2 shows the use of the ObjectLastLSN
pointer in conjunction with both the LastLSN and
PrevLSN pointers previously defined by (Schewe et al.
2000, Drechsler 1998).

3GID is used to uniquely identify each invocation of the GDA
algorithm.



Figure 2: ObjectLastLSN Example

3.3 Data Structures

In order to accommodate the GDA, the following ad-
ditional data structures are introduced:

Object Table. The object table is used to store
the ObjectLastLSN pointers for each database ob-
ject Oi. If no entry for object Oi exists, the Object-
LastLSN pointer is set to null . The fields contained
in the object table are:

• ObjectID: The object identifier;

• ObjectLastLSN: LSN of the object’s last log
record that describes an update;

• ObjectFirstLSN4: LSN of the object’s first log
record describing an update; and

• PinCount: Number of top-level transactions that
have updated this object.

Whenever a transaction writes a log record LSNj

for an object (e.g. Oi) for the first time, it creates or
updates an object table entry as follows:

• If no entry exists for object Oi, create entry
(Oi, LSNj , 1); or

• If an entry exists, set its ObjectLastLSN value
to LSNj and increment PinCount.

Whenever a transaction commits, it decrements
the PinCount of all objects that it wrote a log record
for. If this results in PinCount being 0, the entry is
deleted from the object table.

Object Undo List. The purpose of the object
undo list is to determine the order in which the up-
dates to the tie-break objects (OT ) will be undone.
The fields contained in the object undo list are as
follows: ObjectID and ObjectLastLSN.

Each invocation of the GDA has its own object
undo list, which is initialised by adding an entry for
each object in OT . The value of ObjectLastLSN for
each object is taken from the object table.

In order to preserve database consistency, the
GDA undoes operations in reverse order. This is
achieved by always undoing the operation that has
the highest ObjectLastLSN value in the object undo
list. Each time an operation is undone, the Object-
LastLSN value in the object undo list is replaced
by the ObjectLastLSN value in the log record whose
changes have been undone. If the new value of Ob-
jectLastLSN is null , the entry is deleted from the ob-
ject undo list.

4The ObjectFirstLSN field is required only for GDA’s dis-
tributed version (Speer 2005), but it is also offered as an optional
enhancement to the (centralised) GDA algorithm.

Figure 3: Undone List Example

Undone List. The purpose of the undone list is
to ensure that no operation is rolled back more than
once. Without the inclusion of the undone list, it
would be possible for an operation belonging to some
transaction Ti to be undone by the GDA and then
subsequently be undone again by another invocation
of the GDA or as transaction Ti proceeds with the
normal rollback process.

To achieve this, each time the GDA rolls back an
operation, it stores the identifier of that operation in
the undone list. Each entry in the undone list persists
until the transaction to which it belongs is no longer
active. By consulting the undone list during rollback,
each transaction and invocation of the GDA can avoid
rolling back an operation a second time.

Applying a compensation operation rather than
applying before images at the lowest level can be used
to roll some types of operations back, these opera-
tions are referred to as compensable. In such cases,
the GDA need not roll back all the child operations.
Instead, rollback is achieved by applying the corre-
sponding compensation operation. In such cases, only
the identifier of the parent operation will appear in
the undone list. Therefore, whenever a transaction
checks whether or not a particular operation has been
undone, it must also check whether or not its parent
operation has been undone. Since operation identi-
fiers are extensions of their parent identifier, this pro-
cess is relatively simple.

Example 3 Consider the scenario in Figure 3 where
operations Op122 and Op11 have been rolled back by
some invocation of the GDA. Since operation Op11
is compensable, it has been undone by applying a
compensating operation, which means the undone list
will not contain the identifiers of its child operations.
Therefore, when transaction T1 checks whether or not
operations Op111 and Op112 have been rolled back, it
will also need to check whether or not their parent
operation (i.e. Op11) has been undone.

3.4 Rollback Algorithms

The purpose of this algorithm, given the set of dead-
locked transactions (TD) and the set of tie-break ob-
jects (OT ), is to roll back all updates made to the
tie-break objects by the transactions in TD. In doing
so, some transactions may be found to be in conflict
and will be added to the set of cascading transac-
tions (TC). In the case where a save-point is specified,
only updates that took place after the save-point will
be undone. The GDA algorithm is split into three
phases:

Initialisation Phase. The initialisation phase is
responsible for priming the object undo list in prepa-
ration for use by the undo phase and acquiring the
necessary exclusive locks on the tie-break objects.
This involves adding an entry to the object undo
list for each of the tie-break objects and their con-
stituent objects. The constituents of any tie-break
object must also be added to the object undo list



Figure 4: Initialisation Phase Example

since all updates to these constituents by the dead-
locked transactions (TD) must be rolled back.

Once the object undo list has been constructed
and the locks acquired, the initialisation phase writes
a GDA Start (GSR) log record, which includes the
tie-break objects (OT ), the save-point (SaveLSN), the
identifiers of the deadlocked transactions (TD) and
the unique GDA identifier. If a decision has been
made to allow the algorithm to shelve transactions,
this will be done in the initialisation phase by adding
these transactions to the set TS .

Example 4 Consider the scenario in Figure 4 where
the tiebreak object set is OT = {A} and object A has
constituent objects {B, C, D,E}. Given the structure
of object A and the object table, at the completion of
the initialisation phase the object undo list will appear
as shown.

Undo Phase. The undo phase of the GDA algo-
rithm is responsible for rolling back the operations
performed on the tie-break objects by applying either
before images or compensation operations. As each
operation is rolled back, the appropriate log records
are written. Figure 5 illustrates the undo phase by
use of a flow chart. Explanations for each step are as
follows:

0: If there are no more entries in the object undo
list, all log records have been processed and the
algorithm prepares to terminate; otherwise, it
continues.

1: Retrieve the next log record, i.e. the one whose
LSN is the same as the highest of all Object-
LastLSN values in the object undo list, to pro-
cess.

2: If this log record belongs to any transaction in
TC or TD, the operation that it represents must
be rolled back; otherwise, it may be left alone.

3: Determine whether or not this operation has pre-
viously been rolled back. There are two situa-
tions under which this may occur:

(a) A previous invocation of the GDA has rolled
back this operation; or

(b) This GDA invocation has previously rolled
back the operation’s parent.

In the former situation, the Undone List can
be used to determine whether or not an oper-
ation has been undone. In the latter situation,
this GDA invocation keeps a record of all opera-
tions it has undone and can therefore determine
whether or not it has previously rolled back the
operation’s parent.

4: The transaction manager determines whether or
not this operation is in conflict with any other
operation. If so, some cascading aborts will need
to be triggered; otherwise, the rollback process
continues unabated.

5: Determine whether or not this is a parent opera-
tion. The update operation is a parent operation
if the log record that represents it is a CCR. Oth-
erwise, the update operation is a child operation
(represented by a ULR log record).

6: Determine whether or not this operation is com-
pensable. If it is not, undo the effects of this
operation by rolling back its child operations.

7: Determine whether or not any of the operation’s
child operations have already been rolled back.
The only situation under which this can occur
is if a previous GDA invocation has rolled back
some of this operation’s child operations. The
Undone List can be used to test this condition.

8: This step rolls back a parent operation that is
compensable. That is, the operation is compens-
able and none of its child operations have been
previously rolled back. Rollback is achieved via
the following steps:

(a) Write a CLR log record that contains all
necessary data; and

(b) Perform the compensation operation re-
quired to roll back this operation.

9: Prepare a non-compensable parent operation for
rollback. This step writes a RCR log record for
a parent operation that cannot be rolled back
via a compensation operation and subsequently
activates the child operation.

10: This step rolls back a child operation that resides
on level 0 (i.e. the lowest level) and therefore
has no child operation of its own. Rollback is
achieved via the following steps:

(a) Write a CLR log record that contains all
necessary data; and

(b) Apply a before image to the object if the
operation is not compensable or, otherwise,
apply a compensation operation.

11: All operations that are in conflict with an opera-
tion that is to be rolled back must be scheduled
for rollback themselves. Furthermore, these con-
flicting operations must be scheduled in such a
way that the GDA will roll back all operations in
reverse order to which they were originally per-
formed. This can be achieved by updating the
object undo list as follows:

• If an operation Opi is in conflict with any
subsequent operation(s) performed on some
object Obj ∈ OT , update Obj ’s entry in the
object undo list (ObjectLastLSN := largest
LSN of any conflicting operation).

12: In the case where an operation that is to be
rolled back is in conflict with subsequent opera-
tions, the transactions to which those operations
belong must be added to TC and triggered for
abort. If any of these transactions are shelved,
they must be removed from TS .

13: Once the GDA invocation has completed rolling
back all necessary operations, it stores the iden-
tifiers of those operations in the Undone list.



Figure 5: Undo Phase Algorithm Flowchart

Completion Phase. The completion phase is sim-
ply responsible for releasing all locks acquired dur-
ing the initialisation phase and recording the success-
ful completion of a GDA invocation. The latter is
achieved by writing a GER log record. If transac-
tions had been shelved, at this point, the GDA in-
structs all transactions in TS to resume processing.
Resumption of processing involves the re-acquisition
of the locks that the shelved transactions were forced
to relinquish.

Termination of Algorithm. At first glance, it
may be difficult to determine when the GDA algo-
rithm will actually terminate. In fact, it may seem
initially that it will not terminate until the beginning
of the log has been reached, which would, of course,
be disastrous. However, the nature of the object ta-
ble ensures that this is not the case. Since the object
table only maintains the LastLSN value for an object
as long as it remains pinned by some active transac-
tion, each time an object is unpinned by all active
transactions, its LastLSN value will be reset to null .
The result of this is that the GDA will only traverse
backwards through the log until it reaches the first
reference to a tie-break object in OT from any active
transaction; or until the save-point is reached.

Although the GDA algorithm does not traverse
backwards to the beginning of the log, it does however
process more records than actually required. This
leads to the introduction of an optimisation (refer be-
low) that ensures that the GDA algorithm processes
exactly those log records required.

Example 5 Consider the scenario illustrated by the
partial log shown in Figure 6, where updates to the
tiebreak object OT = {A} performed by the deadlock

Figure 6: Termination of the GDA Algorithm

and cascading transactions TD ∪ TC = {T5, T6, T7}
must be rolled back by the GDA algorithm.
Once invoked, the GDA will ascertain the last log
record written for object A (i.e. LSN25) by con-
sulting the object table and then will traverse back-
wards through the log using the ObjectLastLSN point-
ers stored in each log record. Since log record LSN10
has a null (⊥) ObjectLastLSN pointer, the GDA algo-
rithm will terminate at this point. Log record LSN10
has a null ObjectLastLSN pointer since both transac-
tions T1 and T2 unpinned object A in the Object Table
when they each committed, therefore resetting the Ob-
jectLastLSN pointer for object A to null at that point.
Although the GDA algorithm did not traverse back-
wards to the beginning of the log, it did however pro-
cess more records than were actually required. In par-
ticular, it processed log records LSN15 and LSN16,
neither of which was written by a deadlocked or cas-
cading transaction. The conclusion that can be drawn
from this is that while the GDA algorithm will termi-
nate at some point before the beginning of the log is
reached, it will process more log records than actually
required.

Termination Refinement. This refinement re-
quires the collection of some additional data during



Figure 8: Object Undo List and GSR Log Record

normal processing5. The transaction manager is re-
quired to maintain the FirstLSN value for each trans-
action, where FirstLSN is the log sequence number
of the first log record written by a transaction. This
data can easily be added to the transaction table,
which already stores data pertinent to all active trans-
actions. The newly defined FirstLSN subsequently
allows the definition of TermLSN for each GDA in-
vocation, where TermLSN is defined as the lowest
FirstLSN value of all deadlocked transactions (TD)
or cascading transactions (TC). TermLSN must be
calculated by the GDA during the initialisation phase
once the set of deadlocked transactions (TD) is known
and then recalculated each time the set of cascad-
ing transactions (TC) is updated. To ensure that
the GDA algorithm terminates at the correct point,
the following rule for updating an entry in the ob-
ject undo list must be modified: Each time an opera-
tion is undone, the ObjectLastLSN value in the object
undo list is replaced by the ObjectLastLSN value in
the log record whose changes have been undone. The
entry should be removed from the object undo list if
the new value of ObjectLastLSN is null or less than
TermLSN .

4 GDA Invocation – An Example

Consider the partial schedule and object table in Fig-
ure 7, where the GDA has been invoked in order to
break a deadlock between transactions TD = {T2, T3}
on the tie-break object OT = {B} using a null save-
point. It is assumed for this example that the con-
stituents of object B are {c, d} and the conflict rela-
tion for the partial schedule is {(Op212, Op121)}.

During the initialisation phase, the GDA algo-
rithm takes actions as follows:

• Generate a unique identifier (GID);

• Determine the set of tie-break objects OT (in-
cluding the constituent objects);

• Construct the object undo list;

• Acquire an exclusive lock on the tie-break ob-
jects; and

• Write a GDA Start (GSR) log record.

The contents of the object undo list and GSR log
record are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7 shows GDA sequence numbers, which
represent the sequence in which the GDA algorithm
will process the log records. The following describes
the actions taken by this GDA invocation during the
undo phase:

5This will invariably add to the overhead of the transaction
processing system. As such, the merit of this refinement cannot
be fully assessed without implementation and testing of the GDA
algorithm with and without this refinement in place.

Figure 9: Overview of States of the Object Undo List

1. Process log records LSN20, LSN19 and LSN18
without any undo since T1 /∈ TD∪TC . The object
undo list is updated as shown in Figure 9[Step 1].

2. Since T3 ∈ TD, the operations represented by
log records LSN13, LSN14 and LSN15 must be
undone. The operation represented by LSN15 is
compensable meaning that all three operations
can be undone by applying a single compensation
operation. The object undo list is updated as
shown in Figure 9[Step 2]. Note, objects B and d
are removed since their ObjectLastLSN pointers
had null values.

3. Process log record LSN9. Even though T2 ∈ TD,
undo is postponed due to a conflict between
Op212 and Op121. T1 is added to TC and the
object undo list is updated to ensure that Op121
is rolled back first (see Figure 9[Step 3]).

4. Process log record LSN18, whose operation must
be undone since T1 ∈ TC . The object undo list
is updated as shown in Figure 9[Step 4].

5. Process log record LSN13, which has previously
been undone by this GDA invocation. Thus, sim-
ply update the object undo list (refer to Figure
9[Step 5]).

6. Process log record LSN9 again, but this time op-
eration Op212 can be undone since the conflicting
operation (i.e. Op121) has already been undone.
The object undo list is updated as shown in Fig-
ure 9[Step 6].

7. Process log record LSN3, whose operation must
be undone since T1 ∈ TC . The object undo
list is updated, which results in no entries being
present.

8. Since there are no more log records to process,
the GDA will update the Undone list as follows:
Add operation identifiers 31, 121, 212, and 111.
Neither operation Op311 nor Op312 appears in the
Undone list since their effects were undone by a
compensation operation that removed the effects
of operation Op31.

During the completion phase, the GDA algorithm
releases all locks acquired during the initialisation
phase and writes a GER log record. At this stage,
no transaction in the deadlocked transaction set (TD)
needs to reacquire a lock on any object in the tie-
break. Therefore, the deadlock has been successfully
broken.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm that
solves the ‘golden transaction’ problem present in the
ARIES/ML (Schewe et al. 2000) recovery algorithm.



Figure 7: GDA Example

As a result, multi-level transaction management sys-
tems can now fully utilise the increased performance
benefits coming with multi-level transaction support.
Artificial restrictions are no longer placed on neither
normal processing nor rollback processing.

The augmented ARIES/ML algorithm has the
same performance characteristics during normal pro-
cessing as the original ARIES/ML algorithm. Only
in the event that the termination enhancement is be-
ing utilised, a small penalty has to be paid during
normal processing. The small penalty corresponds
to the maintenance of one additional field in the ac-
tive transaction table. During rollback processing,
however, the augmented ARIES/ML variant allows
multiple rollbacks to process concurrently. This en-
hances not only the performance of rollback process-
ing but also reduces the time transactions in normal
processing mode have to wait until those objects that
are accessed by transactions in rollback mode become
available again for normal processing.
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